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Yale Cniversity 

This paper presents a descriptive study of' tonal problems 
of KiShambaa, a Bantu language of Tanzania. I show here 
that tonal downstep is not conditioned by a L tone, but 
occurs regularly between any two H tone autosegments. In 
the first six sections, I discuss general tonal problems, 
and in the last three sections, I discuss morphologically 
governed alte~nations. 

1. Introduction 

In 1911, K. Roehl presented a tone-rr~rked grammar of the Bantu language 

KiShambaa (Shambala), making that language one of the first Bantu languages 

to have published tonal material. Despite the fact that the study of Shambaa 

tone had an early birth, very little material has been published leading to 

a general overview of tonal processes in Shambaa. Van Spaandonck [1967J dis

cusses a tone spreading rule, and Kahler-Meyer [1962J concentrates, for the 

most part, on the relation between synchronic noun stems and their assumed 

historical antecedents. Meeussen [1955J discusses a tonal irregularity of 

the language and relates it historically to vowel length. Nurse [1979J, in 

his sketch of Shambaa, marks tone where known, but does not elaborate on 

general tonal processes; his study is nevertheless the most useful in sur

veying verbal constructions. To my knowledge, there is no study which attempts 

*Data for this paper was collected during 1981 from David Mndolwa, a 
native speaker of KiShambaa from Tanga. lowe thanks to him for these data 
and to Mary Odden for reading and commenting on an earlier draft of this 
paper. H tone will be transcribed with an acute accent and L with none. 
Downstep will be marked with an exclamation mark (1), nw will be used to 
represent QW, and gh for the fricative y . Finally, (vf) will be used 
to indicate that the verb tense is part of the verb-focusing system, and 
(nf) to indicate that the verb is part of the noun-focusing system. 
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to give a general overview of the sync~lronic tonal system. It is therefore 

my aim in this paper to provide an iiCCOlillt of ceY'tain tonal probleEls in 8ha

mbaa and at the same time to provide addi tional data ""hich are not readily 

available in the published sources. 

crhe data in this paper come from David Mndolwa, a native speaker of the 

eastern dialect of the language. The lBIlguage he speaks is different in many 

ways from that represented in Roer,l [J 91J.], the most striking difference be-

tween trle two dialects or staGes of oLe language being that Roehl's language 

retains CLass 11 ([u-) as a clas:3 d1stin"t from Clas" 14 (u-) ,whereas 

in the present language, the two classes heLVe fallen together completely into 

Class 14 (u-) In tenal matters, theY'e do not seem to be any major differ-

ences l)etween the two languages, at le'l.s t ,i udf!ing from the forms Roehl pro-

vides. 

2. Phonetic Problems 

Ki8hambaa may be analyzed as having two llilderlying tones, Hand L, some

what complicated by the existence of tonal downs1;ep. H tones downdrift, so 

that the pitch level of a H tone after a L tone is lower than a H tone in 

utter&1ce-initial position. So, the final H tone in a-ta-ja 'he's eating 

(vf)' is lower than the initial H tone. It should ",Iso be noted that the 

level of a H tone in the sequence LH is generally the same as the level of 

the final H in the sequence Hhl{. T!1us, in comparison to the H tone of the 

noun tagi 'egg', the H tone of the noun ma-tagi 'eggs' is lower; that 

H tone is as low as the final H tone in a-ta- ja. In 8hambaa, it can there

fore be said that H tone drifts do~: from its ideal ceiling after any L tone; 

it is not necessary to actually set that ceiling phonetically. 1 

The language also hac' phonemic dow'TIstep, which may occur in a number of 

environments, includ:/:g; 11i thin lexical stems, between morphemes, and across 

1 In some langua;:ses, such a,; Sllor.a and Shambaa, no act ual highest H is 
required for a H to downdri ft after a L. On 1;he other hand, in other lan
guages, such as Kenyang, it is necessarf for the ceiling to be phonetically 
set for H tone, so that in Kenyans, the H of LE is the same pitch level as 
the H of HH; only in the sequence HioH J.oes dmmdri fth::.g occur. 



words, , 
(1) ngo'to 

~ , ! , 
mwe-m- tl , 
azakoma 'nyoka 
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i sheep' 

• at ~,he tree' 

'he killed a snake' 

The source of downstep will prove to [)e rather interesting, since I shall 

show that it is not necessarily caused by L tones and thus does not result 

from downdrifting in the ~lassic8.1 sense, However, I will eventually show 

that both downdrift and downstep can be handled by the same rule wi thin a 

metrical theory of tone features, 
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It should also be noted that the penUltimate syllable of a word is 

stressed, realized phonetically as a lengthening of the penultimate vowel 

(but with no perceivable changes in pitch), A lengthened penultimate vowel 

is shorter than a long vowel, ";0 the unstressed lO:1g vowel in ku-kaang- Iy-a 

'to fry for' is longer than the stressed vowel i , A stressed long vowel 

becomes even longer, so that the penultimate vowel in aa-ghook-a 'he is 

standing' is longer than the unstressed vowel aa , 

Lastly, when vowels are adjacent, there is no hia~us between the vowels, 

so that there is no audible break between the vowels 0 and e in u-ghoe 

'rope'. The sequence Vv, as in aa-k6m-a 'he killed' has a clear falling 

tone, rather than having a discrete H tone followed by a discrete L tone. 

I shall therefore treat all vowel sequences as diphthongs, i.e. as members of 

the same syllable, This decision will be supported further when I discuss 

the Rise Simplification rule. 

3. H tone spreading 

The first rule to be discussed is one which spreads a H tone from left 

to right. This rule operates both within words and across words; I shall first 

discuss the external application of this rule. In the following examples, 

the righthand environment contains a single prefix followed by a monosyllabic 

L toned stem. When the preceding word ends in a H tone, that H tone spreads 

onto the prefix of the following word. 

(2) ma-we 'stones' 

i-nu 'this (C1.9)' 

n r rna-we 'they are stones' 
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nyumba i.-nu 'this house' 

This Spreading rule will also apply to the initial stem vowel if that 

vo'..rel is not word-final, as the followi ng examples show. 

(3) f)ombe 

f i gho 

a-k6m-fye f)~mbe 

a-j-iye figho 

'cow' 

'kidney' 

'he killed a cow' 

'he ate a kidney' 

With a longer combi.nation of prefixes and L toned stem vowels, the H 

tone at the left edge of the sequence will pass through each prefix, up through 

the stem vowels to the penultimate vowel. The Spreading process stops at the 

final vowel. 

(4) za-wa-ghanga 'of the eloctors' 

na-ghembe 'with a hoe' 

ku-ghosho-a 'to do' 

m-ki§ w~-f)~mbe 'tail of the cow' 

nyumba z~-w~-gh~'1ga 'house of the doctors' 

ni-im-fye n~-gh~mbe 'I cultivated with a hoe' 

nf· k~-gh£sh~-a 'it is to do' 

*n f k~-gh~sh~-~ 
There are two ways that one could go about describing this process of H 

tone spreading. First, one could formulate the rule segmentally to change 

each L tone feature of the vowel to a H tone, as (5) does. 

(5) L ~ H/H __ V 

Alternatively, one could formulate the rule as an autosegmental process asso

ciating the lefthand H tone onto a vowel (simultaneously disassociating the 

L tone) as in (6), where T means "any tone". 

(6 ) H L 
",1::-' 

T 

V 

Of interest in deciding between these analyses is the fact that Spreading 

may apply to a L tone which stands immediately before a H tone, and when it 
I 

does, the underlying sequence HLH surfaces as Hli" H. 



(7) ma-kui 

nyumba , 
ni-on-Iye ma-·kui , 
ni-on-Iye ny~·mb~ 
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'dogs' 

'house' 

'I saw dogs' 

'I saw the house' 

Under the autosegmental approach characterized by (6), the change of HLH , 
to HH·H can be predicted if the disassociated L tone produced by that rule is 

retained in such a way that it triggers application of the downdrifting rule 

to the final H tone. Thus, if (8) is the output of Spreading (and the input 

to downdrifting), the expected pitch-lowering of H after L (albeit a disasso

ciated L) is totally normal. 

(8) L H L H 

!\ ~ I 
ni-on-iye nyumba 

On the other hand, with the feature-changing rule (5), it is necessary 

to assume that the downdrifting rule applies before Spreading, in order that 

the observed drop in pitch between the penultimate and the final syllables be 

generated. If Spreading applies before the rule which determines pitch levels 

for H tones, it will prove impossible to predict lowering of the pitch level 

of the final H tone in (8). 

In its external manifestations, this rule applies, as far as I have been 

able to determine, with little concern for syntactic boundaries, so that any

where the structural description of the rule is satisfied, the rule applies. 

Thus, Spreading applies between verb and direct object, direct object and in

direct object, or copula and noun. 

(9) ni-m-nkh-Iye Qombe nwana , 
ni-m-nkh-Iye ·nwana Q~mbe , 
nl tu·nl (/n! tun!/) 

'I gave the child a cow' 

id. 

, it's a kni fe ' 

However, there are two general exceptions to the claim that Spreading 

is syntactically general. First, whenever there is an audible pause between 

two words, Spreading cannot propagate across that pause. More significantly, 

this rule also does not apply across the lefthand syntactic bracket separating 

the verb phrase from the subject noun phrase. 
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, 
(10) ni-m-nkh-iye 'nwana, 80mbe , 

*ni-m-nkh-iye 'nwana, 8~mbe 

nwana [yp a-te-dik-a , 
*nwana [yp a'-te-dik-a J 

wana [yp wa-dik-iye nyama , 
*wana [yp W~-dl'k-iye nyama J 

'I gave the child a cow' 

'the child cooked (vf)' 

'the children cooked meat' 

Therefore, Spreading must have a syntactic limit on its application preventing 

the rule from propagating across a yP bracket. 

Internal to a word, the Spreading rule can also be motivated, especially 

within verbs, So, looking at the H toned verb stems in (11), we see that the 

root-initial lexical H tone spreads throughout the stem up to the penultimate 

vowel; as discussed before, Spreading does not apply to the word-final vowel, 

( 11) kU-kaang-a 'to fry' 

ku-tahik-a 'to vomit' 

ku-fumbatish-a 'to tie a load securely on the head' 

ku-fumbatish-iy-a 'to tie securely with' 

ku-fumbatish-Iy-an-a 'to tie securely for each other' 

There is another tonal process with a similar effect, which spreads a 

H tone onto the final vowel in a CV(C)-V stem. 2 As seen in (12), a H toned 

verb with the stem shape CV(C)-V has a H tone on the final vowel, as well as 

on the root-initial vowel. 

(12) ku-fu-a 

kU-kom-a 

kU-ku-a 

'to wash' 

'to kill' 

'to grow' 

In contrast, the final vowel -a is L toned in (11) and in L toned CV(C)-v 

verbs, 

(13) ku-dik-a 

ku-hand-a 

ku-to-a 

'to cook' 

'to plant' 

'to beat' 

2In Kishambaa, and in Bantu in general, the root (-fu-l must be dis
tinguished on various grounds from the stem (-fu-a, fumbatish-al, The 
final vowel of the stem (-a or -e) is a morpheme, determined by morpho
syntactic considerations, such as "subjuncti veil, "perfecti veil, etc. 
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This rule differs from the Spreading rule in that Spreading will not 

apply to a word-final vowel. I therefore assume the following rule applies 

to change the final L tone to a H tone. 

(14) TONE COPY 

H L 
r-- .. + 
V V # 

Tone Copy will apply before Spreading in order to account for the fact that 
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a penultimate H tone which derives from Spreading does not copy onto the final 

vowel in ku-tahik-a 

There are a number of exceptions to the Tone Copy rule. For example, as 

observed by Meeussen [1955] and Kahler-Meyer [1962], a number of verb stems of 

the synchronic shape CVC-V derive from CVVC-V stems. In the synchronic 

grammar, the simplest account of these verbs is that they are lexical excep-

tions to 'rone Copy. 

(15) ku-Ial-a 'to sleep' 

ku-tagh-a 'to buy' 

ku-vyal-a 'to give birth' 

ku-shuk-a 'to hate' 

These stems provide additional evidence that the Tone Copy rule is in

dependent of Spreading. Although the stems in (15) are exceptions to Tone 

Copy, they are unexceptional with regard to Spreading. 

(16) ku-tagh-ly-a 

ku-tagh-ly-~n-a 

ku-shuk-an-a 

ku-shuk-.!.ghw-a 

'to buy for' 

'to buy for each other' 

'to hate each other' 

'to be hated' 

The Spreading rule applies inside of verbs in a number of environments 

other than the aforementioned cases where the lexical H tone of the root 

spreads throughout the verb stem. The presence of a H toned subject prefix, 

tense-aspect prefix, or object prefix in a verb conditions application of 

Spreading throughout the stem. 

(17) ku-shunth-a 'to wash' 

ku-chi-shunth-a 'to wash it (CI.7)' 
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ku-ghosho-a 

ku-vi -gh~sh~-a 

ku-ghosho-a-ghosho-a 

ku-chi-gh~sh~-~-gh~sh~-a 

ni-za-dik-a 

ni-za-chi-dik-a 

ni-te-dik-a 

n i -te-gh~sh~-a 

u-ni-ghosho-e-a u-ghoe 

a-nl-gh~sh~-!-a u-ghoe 

u-nge-gh~sh~-a 

n i -gh~sh~-e 

'to do' 

'to do them (Cl.8) , 

'to do repeatedly' 

'to do it (Cl. 7) repeatedly' 

'I have cooked' 

'I have cooked it (Cl. 7)' 

'I have cooked (vf) , 

'I have done (vf)' 

'you are making me a rope (nf)' 

'he is making me a rope 

'you should have done' 

'I should do' 

(nf) , 

Spreading can be seen to apply to a L toned object prefix as well (and 

subsequently to all of the nonfinal L tones of the following root if they, 

too, are L toned). 

(18) ku-ni-ghosho-e-a 

ku-ku-ghosho-e-a 

u-nge-nl-gh~sh~-!-e 

ni-nge-k~-gh~sh~-!-e 

'to do for me' 

'to do for you' 

'you should have done for me' 

'I should have done for you' 

Apart from the general restriction that Spreading does not apply to a 

word-final vowel, the rule must apparently also be restricted morphologically 

so that it cannot take certain tense-aspect prefixes as input for the rule 

(although such a prefix may trigger application of Spreading to a following 

vowel). Thus, in the examples below, a H toned subject prefix does not 

spread its H tone onto the tense-aspect prefixes -ta-, -ha- and -za- , 

although the subject prefix does participate in Spreading in verb roots and 

object prefixes. 

(19) ni-ta-dik-a 

ni-ta-ghosho-a 

a-za-dik-a 

a-ha-ku-dik-iy-a 

'I'm cooking (vf)' 

'I'm doing (vf)' 

'he has cooked (complete)' 

'he just cooks for you' 

One might approach these facts with the assumption that tense-aspect 

prefixes never undergo Spreading and reformulate the rule with a categorical 
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restriction to that effect. Another approacn would be to assume that these 

specific prefixes are exceptions to the most general formulation of rule (6). 
These prefixes may have originally been compound Verb + Verb constructions 

and were thus word-final (viz. ni-ta # dika ), so that the restriction on 

Spreading is at least explainable diachronically. Synchronically, there is 

little evidence for a word boundary after these prefixes. 3 

Evidence which would clearly decide in favor of one of these hypotheses 

would be the existence or nonexistence of other tense-aspect prefixes which 

undergo Spreading. There is, in fact, some evidence, albeit not incontrover

tible, that some tense-aspect prefixes do undergo Spreading. The prefix -a

"present" has a L tone, and after a L toned subject prefix, it remains L toned. 

However, after a H toned subject prefix, the vowel -a- takes a H tone, which 

spreads throughout the verb stem. 

(20 ) na-a-d i k-a ' I cook' 

na-a-ku-ghosho-e-a 'I do for you' 

a-a-dik-a 'he cooks' 

a-~-k~-gh~sh~-~-a 'he does for you' 

The data in (20) would thus constitute an argument that Spreading does 

in fact apply to tense-aspect prefixes, and that the prefixes -ha-, -za-, 

and -ta- are anomalous exceptions. The alternative would be to treat the 

prefixes -ha- et al. as regular and invoke some exceptional rule which applies 

only to the prefix -a- above. The former solution would seem preferable on 

theoretical grounds, since that solution only requires that certain morphemes 

be marked as exceptions to an independently motivated rule, whereas the latter 

solution requires the addition of an idiosyncratic rule applying to a single 

prefix. 

3The vowel -a- in these prefixes varies according to tense with -e
so that the prefix -ta- in ni-ta-dik-a 'I'm cooking (vf)' has tile past
tense form -te- as in ni-te-dik-a 'I was cooking (vf)'. It is only in 
this way that these prefixes act as though they were followed by a word 
boundary. But even with that word boundary, the vowel change ale is still 
only diachronically understandable, not synchronically predictable. 
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7here are other data which lend support to the claim that Spreading ap

plies to tense-aspect prefixes, The progressive prefix -ki- always bears a 

H tone and is always immediately preceded by a H toned subject prefix, 

(21) u-kf-dik-a 

nee u-ki-dik-a 

nee ni-kl-gh~sh~-a 

nee a-k .!.-gh~sh~-a 

'if you cook' 

'you were cooking' 

'I was doing' 

'he was doing' 

It is impossible for the prefix -ki- to be preceded by a L toned prefix, so 

there is no direct evidence that this prefix must have an underlying L tone 

which is changed to a H tone by Spreading, There are, nevertheless, reasons 

to believe that this prefix takes its H tone from Spreading, As I shall argue 

later, there is a downstep rule which introduces a downstep between H tone 

autosegments, so that when a H toned prefix is placed before another H tone, 

the second H tone is downstepped, If the prefix -ki- had an underlying H 

tone, we would expect there to be a downstep between the subject prefix and 

the prefix -ki- , i,e, incorrect *nf!-ki-dik-a, In fact, the only way for 

there to be two H tones next to each other without an intervening downstep is 

for the second H tone to be the first H tone, spread onto the following vowel 

by Spreading or Tone Copy, It can thus be seen that there are reasons for 

believing that Spreading does apply to tense-aspect prefixes and that the pre

fixes -ha-, -za-, and -ta- are lexical exceptions to Spreading, 

I have shown earlier that when Spreading applies between words to the 
I 

tone sequence HLH, the surface pattern HH'H results, The same change of HLH , 
to HH'H is found within words when Spreading applies, In the examples below, 

a L toned object prefix has its tone raised after a H toned prefix when it 

stands before a H toned verb stem as well as before a L toned verb stem, , 
(22) ni-te-ku-'kaang-fy-a -, 

a-te-nf-'on-a ,- -
a-ku-'kaang-iy-a nyama - , 
a-a-kG-'kaang-Iy-a -- , 
nee u-kl-nl-'kaang-fy-a 

'I fried for you (vf)' 

'he saw me (vf)' 

'he's frying you meat' 

'he's frying for you' 

'you were cooking for me' 

As pointed out in the discussion of Spreading across word boundaries, , 
the change of HLH to HH'H could be explained in one of two ways, Either the 
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downdrifting rule applies before Spreading, or else the floating L tone seen 

in (23) triggers downdrifting, which then applies after Spreading. 

(23) H L H L 

~ f\ I 
u-ki-ni-kaang-iy-a 

A third possibility is available, which I shall discuss below. 

4" Downstepping 

It is a general fact of Shambaa grammar that whenever two independent H 

tones are brought together, a downstep appears between the two, independent of 

the application of Spreading or the presence of any underlying L tones. It 

can be seen in the examples in (24) that a downstep develops every time a H 

tone final word is followed by a H tone initial word. 

(24) nwana 

du 

kui 
I 

ng6"t6 

i-za-fa 
I 

nwana "du 
I I I 

a-za-kom-a "du "ng6"to 
I I 

a-za-kom-a "ngo"to , , 
ngo"t6 "f-za-fa , 
nl "ku i 

'child' 

'only' 

'dog' 

'sheep' 

'it died (C1.9)' 

'only a child' 

'he just killed a sheep' 

'he killed a sheep' 

'the sheep died' 

'it is a dog' 

Thus, between words, a H tone is downstepped after both H tones and L 

tones" Without going into great detail about the correct formulation of the 

downstepping rule, one might account for these data by inserting a downstep 

between H tones in separate words, as in (25).4 
I 

->- '/H#_H 

But this process is in fact more general; it also applies inside of 

words. So, when a H toned object prefix stands after a H toned subject pre-

40ne might still wish to connect downstep with downdrift here by claiming 
that all of these words begin '>'lith a floating L tone. Of course. this would 
mean that every word which begins with a H tone 'actually' begins with a 
floating L tone. But even that solution will not work--in isolation, these 
initial H tones are not downdrifted (see section 2). 
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fix, a downstep appears between the two H tones. , 
(26) a-·wa-gh6sh6-e-a u-ghoe 'he's making them a rope' 

/a-wa-ghoshoea/ , 
a-a-·wa-gh6sh6-e-a 'he's doing for them' 
, !,. ,. 
u- wa-Iol-e 'you should look at them' 

Similarly, when a H toned tense-aspect prefix precedes a H toned root or 

a H toned object prefix, the two underlying H tones are separated by a surface 

downstep. 

(27) , !,. ,. 
a-te- korn-a 

. ,!,. ,. ,. 
n,-te- wa-d,k-Iy-a , , 
na-·a-'kaang-a , 
a-nge-·ja 

!,. ,. ,. 
a-nge- wa-dlk-Iy-a 

'he killed (vf)' 

'I cooked for them (vf)' 

'I had fried' 

'he should have cooked' 

'he should have cooked for them' 

The change of (28a) to (28b) can be accounted for very easily by general

ising the Downstep rule (25) to apply between any two H tone autosegments, in

ternally or externally. 

(28) a. L H H 

I I ~ 
a - te - korn - a 

b. L H H 

I I ~ 
a - te - korn - a 

The Downstep rule can actually be generalised in two ways. First, it can 

be generalised so that it applies within words as well as between words. 

Following the suggestions made in Odden [1981J regarding boundaries and phrase

level rules, I will assume that the Downstepping rule applies at all syntactic 

levels and that the word boundary should therefore be removed. Secondly, the 

Downstepping rule can be generalised so that it accounts for phonetic down

drifting as '.ell as downstepping simply by eliminating the lefthand H tone 

environment. 

Clements [1981] proposes a metrical theory of tone register which assigns 

metrical tree structure to tonal autosegrnents and allows downdrift and down

step (inter alia; see Odden [19S2a]) to be read off of labeled trees, The 

rule which Clements proposes for the classical downdrifting process can be 
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modified for Shambaa so that the rule applies not just to a H tone after a L, 

but to any H tone. Thus, the rules for constructing tone-register trees in 

Shambaa will be those in (29). 

(29) Every H tone forms the ri~lt branch of a maximal n-ary branching tree. 

Any remaining tones are gathered into an n-ary brrulching tree. 

Sequences of trees constructed by these rules are gathered into right

branching binarJ trees labeled [h,l]. , 
With this tree-construction rule, the forms ngo't6 'sheep', azafa , , , 

'he has died' and nl °ngo·to 'du 'it is only a sbeep' will have the tree 

structures in (30) • 

(30) /\ ~ ~ 
h 1 h 1 

~ 
/'-.... 

h 1 

I 
/\ 

h 1 
I I 

h 1 

H H H L H H H H H 

I I I I I I I I I 
ngo to a za fa ni ngo to du 

The capital letters H, L stand for tonal autosegments and the small letters 

h, 1 stand for the labels of the tone-register tree. These trees are inter

preted as follows: starting at the top, the tone-regis-cer of -cne sequence 

dominated by h is higher than the sequence dominated by 1. Thus, the H 

tone of du above is at the lowest level because it is dominated by the 

greatest number of l's. 

I will assume here that when a word has two consecutive phonetic H tones 

with no intervening downstep as in kU-kom-a 'to kill' or nyoka 'snake' 

there is a single H tone autosegment associated with multiple vowels. That 

is, I assume the following representations for kU-kom-a and nyoka . 

L H H 
! f'.-.. 

ku-kom-a I':--. nyoka 

In the case of verbs it is quite easy to justify the representation in (31), 

since it clearly derives from application of Tone Copy (or Spreading in 

the case of the multiple H tones of ku-tahfk-a 'to vomit'). I assume that 

http:tone-regist.er
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the nou!) nvoka has the underly;,ng form nyoka 5 and tb,t j t too undergoes 

Tone Copy, although there are no IEOJ'J)llo1ogj,cally-i ,;duced alternations in tone 

for thi s noun as there are for v'err,,;, Still, there a,,"2 ve17 few nouns with the 

tonal shape HL (including kG i 'clog' and tw i ga 'gi raffe' 1, and I treat these 

nouns as exceptions to Tone Co:::: (a:, the verbal stems - i a 1- 'sleep' and 

-tagh- 'buy' are). Notice thai; if the 1l0ill1S kui and twfga are not treated 

as exceptions to Tone Copy, Tone Copy IDUC}t be complicated any-way so that it 

applies only to verbs; otherwi se, we wO',lli indeed expect all HL nouns to undergo 

Tone Copy. So, apart from an,'! considerati ':>n'3 ()f downstepping, it is still nec

essary to treat ]IL nouns as (C'xceptions to 'Lone Copy. 

Given ohis rev:Lsed account of downstepping and downdrifting, we may recon

sider just what the facts of dowm;~o();.ring show ab()ut t':e Dorc;:ulation of Spreading. 

I argcled earlier that the best way to account fol' the fa.,:t that ~LH becomes 
I 

HH'H by application of SpreadiIli'S i.s to treat Spreaii12g as a rule disassociating 

a L tone and spreading the associ ation of a H tone from LIe left. It was argued 

that the resultant floating L tone was needed to t:'iggel' tile downdrifting rule. 

But, since ve know that a downstep is also broug:;t about between any two inde

pendent H tones, the floating L is not needed to trigger the downdrifting rule. 

Rather, a downstep is automatically predicted by applying the tree-construction 

rule (29) to the configctration in (32), which derives from underlying nf ma-kGi 

'they are dogs' by Spreading. 

(32) H H L 
/"-... 1 I 

ni ma-ku i 

But this configuration is possible only if the Spreading rule is in fact a 

rule spreading the association of a H tone rather than a rule changing a L 

feature value to a H feature value. So. the analysis of Spreading as a spread

ing of one H tOl~e to many vowels is vindicate rl , albeit for a different reason 

than was proposed eal'lier. 

I st'lote that there is an undf;,'ly' ng contrast betveen two adjacent H tones in 
ngo'to and one Ii in nyoka (/ngot61 versus /:ly6ka/). The ObUgatory Con-
toUT Principle (OCP) proposed ill =.,ehed [l978J predict,; that sllch a contrast 
vould be impossible, since the two ,idJacent identical H tones of /ng6t6/ 
should be ,'educed to one. This tonal c:mtrast in KiShal::baa thus refutes the 
OCP, even as revis(~d in Odden r J J, ,.here it is "roposQQ that the OCP is 

http:underlyi.ng
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5. Tone Absorption 

As I have just argued, whenever two H tones come together within or be

tween words, a downstep appears between the tones. The rule is easiest to 

demonstrate when each H tone stands in a separate morpheme, and in the above 

examples, the rule was motivated with various combinations of object prefix, 

subject prefix, H toned verb root, and tense-aspect prefix. Lacking in 

these combinations was a H toned verb root and a H toned object prefix. In

deed, as predicted, when a H toned object prefix stands before a monosyllabic 

H toned root, the two independent H tone autosegments are separated by a down

step, as predicted. , , 
(33) ni- ki -'chi -'ja 

I -Prog-it(7)-eat , , 
a - nge -'chi -'ja 
he-should-it(7)-eat , 
ku-ch i -' j a 
to-it( T)-eat , 
ni- te -'i - nywa 
I -past-it(9)-drink 

'I was eating it (CI.T)' 

'he should have eaten it (CI.T)' 

'to eat it (CI.T)' 

'I drank it (CI.9)' 

However, if a H toned obj ect prefix stands before a H toned verb stem 

of two or more syllables, no downstep appears between the two underlying H 

tone autosegments. , 
(34) ni-ki-'chi-kom-a 

~! ~ , , a-nge- chl-kom-a 

ku-wa-kom-a , 
ni-te-'r-kaang-iy-a 

'I was killing it (Cl.7)' 

'he should have killed it (Cl. 7)' 

t to kill them' 

'I fried with it (Cl.9)' 

These data represent the only case where two distinct underlying H tone auto

segments can be brought together without a downstep appearing between them. 

One approach to this problem would be to place some sort of restriction 

on the rule constructing the tone-register trees discussed in (29). Those 

rules might be restricted so that the H tone of the object prefix does not 

form a right branch if it is followed by the H tone of a verb root, providing 

only valid for lexical entries. We can now see that the OCP is not even uni
versally valid for the lexicon. 
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that the verb root is not monosyllabic. However, I can see no way to state 

this "generalisation" in the tree-construction rule with less than brute force. 

The second approach, the one which I will take here, is to assume that no 

downstep appears between the H tones in question because on the surface the two 

H tones have in fact been merged, so that they are represented as a single H 

tone autosegment associated vith two vowels. That is, I assume that the form 

ku-wa-kom-a has the representation in (35), in which no downstep could appear. 

L H 

I~ 
ku-wa-kom-a , 

In contrast, ku-chl-'ja vrould have the representation in (36). 

(36) L H H 
I I I 

ku-chi-ja 

The question now arises with this approach how the contrasting structures 

in (35) and (36) arise from underlying forms in which the object prefix and 

verb root clearly have separate H tones. To achieve the proper contrasts, we 

require the addition of a H tone Absorption rule such as (37) which eliminates 

the H tone of the object prefix and assigns it the H tone of the verb root, 

providing that the object prefix is unstressed. 

( 37) H H 
~f ....................... 
V~-

[ -stress ] 
-obj. pref. 

The Tone Absorption approach has the advantage that it is more easily 

statable than a restriction on the downdrifting rule, and indeed it is not 

clear that appropriate restrictions on downdrifting can be concocted. The 

Tone Absorption hypothesis also predicts that the tone of the underlying H 

toned object prefix will share the fate of the underlying H tone of the verb 

root. Thus, any rule which lowers the H tone of the verb root should also 

lower the absorbed H tone of the object prefix. This prediction will be veri

fied in the last section, where I discuss a Lowering rule, which indeed lowers 

the H tone of both the root and the object prefix in precisely the environments 
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where Tone Absorption applies. 

6. Rise Simplification 

As observed in the first seccion, vowel sequences are not separated by any 

hiatus, so that the sequence ai sounds more like a flonosyllabic diphthong than 

a seCJ.uence of separate vowels. As was also observed earlier, when vowels com-
I 

bine to form a single syllable, level H, level L, H-to-L falling, and H-to-'H 

falling tones are possible. Conspicuously missing in this inventorJ are rising 

tones--there are virtually none in the language. This phonetic gap can be ex

plained by a rule changing rising tones to level L tones. Such a rule can be 

easily motivated by phonological alternations. For example, there are a number 

of verb stems which are H toned and vowel-initial. When no prefix precedes the 

stem, as in the imperative, the initial vowel has a H tone, as expected. When 

the verb is preceded by the L toned infinitive prefix, the prefix vowel appears 

as w, with compensatory lengthening of the following vowel. But that vowel 

does not have the predicted rising tone (the L component from the infinitive 

prefix and the H component from the verb root); rather, it has a level L tone. 

Yet, the final vowel of the infinitive is H toned, indicating that the lexical 

H tone is not lost totally. 

( 38) on-a 'see! ' 
1mb-a 'sing! ' 
rnkh-a 'give! ' 
It-a 'go! ' 
kw-oon-a 'to see' 
kw- i i mb-a 'to sing' 
kw- i i nkh-a 'to give' 
kw-i it-a 'to go' 

Assuming a rule to simplify rising tones to level L tones, the expected forms 

*kwoOna and *kwirta can be changed to the correct phonetic forms by 

app~ing (39). 

(39) ~ /H 
v V 

Additional motivation comes from verbal forms where a L toned prefix 

stands before a H toned vowel initial root, as shown in (40). 
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(40) ku-kw-oon-a 

ku-ni-on-a 

ku-mw-oon-a 

ku-ti-on-a 

a-ta-inkh-a 

a-ta-imb-a 

ni-on-iye nyama 

/ku-ku-on-a/ 

/ku-ni-on-a/ 

/ku-mu-on-8/ 

/kIJ-ti -on-a/ 

/a-ta-inkh-8/ 

/a-ta-imb-8! 

/ni-on-iye/ 

'to see you' 

'to see me' 

'to see him' 

'to see us' 

'he's giving (vf)' 

'he's singing (vf)' 

'I saw meat' 

The Rise Simplification rule does not simplify every rising tone; for 

example, certain vowel-initial verbs are exceptions to Tone Copy and also re

tain their root-initial H tone in (41), yielding a rising tone on the surface. 

(41) kw-oot-a 'to dream' 

kw- i ik-a 'to put' 

kw-eet-a 'to bring' 

ku-uz-a 'to ask' 

This connection between failure of Tone Copy and failure of Rise Simpli

fication can be explained by revising Rise Simplification, so that it can only 

apply to a H tone which is associated with at least one vowel after it, as 

specified in (42). 

(42) L H '" /"'--V V V 
'---" 

The Rise Simplification rule can also help us to understand the (other-

wise inexplicable) behavior of the completive prefix -i-. As seen in (43), 

the prefix is phonetically L toned after a L toned subject prefix. 

(43) ni-i-kaang-e 

ni-i-k6m-iye 

ni-i-wa-kom-iye 

'I've fried' 

'I've killed' 

'I've killed them' 

However, thi s prefix is anomalous in that a L toned verb after it has 

a phonetic H tone (spread throughout all of the nonfinal vowels of the stem), 

without any apparent cause. 

(44) ni-i-ghosho-e 

ni-i-dik-iye 

ni-i-ghuuk-e 

'I've done' 

'I've cooked' 

'I've run' 
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Moreover, a L toned object prefix is also H toned after the completive 

prefix -i- . 

(45) ni-i-ku-dik-iye 

ni-i-kG-6n-iye 

'I've cooked for you' 

'I've seen you' 

195 

Now the H tone of the object prefix and the root could be explained by 

applying Spreading, if there were a H toned prefix before the stem. But how 

is this relevant to the phonetically L toned prefix -i-? If the prefix is 

basically H toned, it may both condition Spreading and then itself undergo 

Rise Simplification. Assuming that the prefix -i- has an underlying H tone, 

the derivation of the phonetic form ni-i-ku-dik-iye from underlying ni-i-

ku-dik-iye 

(46) L H 

I I 

is given in (46). 
L L L L 
I I I I 

ni-i-ku-dik-iye 

L H L 

I~I 
n i - i - ku -d i k - i ye 

L H L 

1\ ~ I 

underlying 

Spreading 

ni-i-ku-dik-iye Rise Simplification 

If this analysis of the completive prefix were correct, then when the 

prefix 
, 

-1- is preceded by a H toned subject prefix, Rise Simplification will 

be inapplicable and, because of the downdrifting rule, the tones of the subject 

prefix and the completive prefix should be separated by a downstep. This pre

diction is verified in (47). , 
(47) a-'i-dik-fye 'he has cooked' , 

a-' i-k6m-iye 'he has killed' , , 
a-'i-'wa-k6m-fye 'he has killed them' 

7. Focus Retraction 

Up to this point, I have discussed the general tonological principles of 

shambaa. which apply to all categories of words. There is a tonal rule which 

is limited in its application to one verb tense, the present noun-focal tense. 

As seen below, the final vowel of the H toned verb stem is, in bisyllabic 

stems, phonetically L toned (where, due to the Tone Copy rule, we would ex

pect it to be H toned). 
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(48) ni -kom-a nyoka 'I'm killing a snake (nf) , 

ni-on-a nyoka 'I see a snake (nf) , , 
a-'on-a nyoka 'he sees a snake (nf) , 

The apparent failure of Tone Copy to apply could be handled in one of two 

ways. Either one could directly restrict the rule so that it simply does not 

apply in this tense, or else one could add another rule to the grammar lowering 

the final H tone. In (49), the only H tone of a monosyllabic root is deleted 

in word-final position in this tense. 

(49) a-ja nkhande 'he's eating food (nf)' , 
a-'f-ja nkhande 'he's eating the food (nf)' , 
a-'wa-ja wana 'he's eating the children (nf)' 

30, to accomodate the loss of the root H tone in (49), we need to formu

late a final lowering rule; a restriction on Tone Copy is insufficient. How

ever, more data show that the H tone in final position is not totally lost, 

since if a monosyllabic verb is preceded by a basically L toned prefix, such 

as the subject prefix ni- or the object prefix m- , that prefix takes the 

word-final root H tone. 

(50) ni-ja nkhande 'I'm eating food (nf)' 

ni-m-ja nwana 'I'm eating the child (nf)' 

These data then suggest that the rule lowering the final H tone in this 

tense will, if possible, preserve the final H tone by shifting it to the left. 

# 

[ + present ] 
+ n-focus 

8. Imposed H Tone 

The next categorially limited tonal alternation is found in a nrunber of 

different morphological constructions, both nominal and verbal, and involves 

the addition of a string of H tones to the stem. I shall refer to this tonal 

pattern as the "imposed H" pattern. This pattern can be illustrated with ex

amples of the perfective; it can be seen here that the stem-medial vowels of 

L toned roots bear H tone. These H tones are, so far, totally unpredictable, 

but worse yet, they cannot derive by applying Spreading to some H tone at the 

lefthand edge of the verb stem, sjnce Spreading will not apply to a word-final 
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vowel, whereas these forms all have word-final H tones. 

(52) ni-dik-iye nyarra 'I cooked meat' 

ni-ku-ghosho-e-ye u-gh6e 'I made you a rope' 

n i -kaang-e nyama 'I fried meat' 

ni-jf-ye nyama 'I ate meat' 

A similar pattern is encountered in the "way of doing" nominalisation 

formed by suffixing -ie to a stem and putting the resulting noun in Class 4 
(with the prefix mi- ). 

(53) mi -kom-ee 'way of killing' 

mi-zwik-ie 'way of dressing' 

mi-tagh-ie 'way of buying' 

mi-kaang-fe 'way of frying' 

mi-ghoshe-ee 'way of doing' 

The imperative also uses this imposed H tone pattern. 

( 54) ghosho-a 'do! ' 

dik-a 'cook! ' 

kern-a 'kill! ' 

tagh-a 'buy! ' 

kaang-a 'fry! ' 

fumbatfsh-a 'tie a load securely! ' 

The question then arises how this tone pattern is to be described. One 

thing is clear, namely that this tone pattern cannot follow automatically 

from rules already motivated (Spreading or Tone Copy), since otherwise, the 

stem tone patterns of the imperative and the infinitive would be identical, 

an incorrect result. We may therefore assume that associated with the imper

ative (and the other imposed H tone constructions) is a tone which is mapped 

onto the verb stem. There is no evidence in the grammar that the imposed 

pattern is the result of mapping two or more H tone autosegments (in addition 

to the lexical tone), so I assume that the imposed pattern is a reflection of 

a single H tone. The question then arises how and where this tone is associ

ated with the stem. 

One way to associate the imposed H tone with the stem vowels is to assume 

a rule which associates this tone with all vowels of the stem simultaneously; 
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such a rule might look like (55). 

H 
1 , 

"'* 
# 

This rule has the merit of being straightforward, in that it gives the phonetic 

form directly. However, the rule also applies simultaneously to an unbounded 

string of vowels, and there is little evidence that linguistic theory needs to 

include such rules. 

An alternative approach is to assume that the imposed H tone is mapped 

first onto the final stem vowel and is then spread backwards through the stem 

by the following rule. 

(56) .H 

v~ 
[+ root J 

Ordinarily, a verb root does not contain any H tone after the root-initial 

syllable. The Leftward Spreading rule will only apply to those syllables in 

the stem which have no underlying tones and not to the initial syllable which 

has the lexical tone of the root. 

The only possible difficulty which might be anticipated with the Leftward 

Spreading analysis is that there might be nouns of the tonal shape LLH, where 

we might expect Leftward Spreading to have applied. As far as I know, there 

are no nouns with the stem tone pattern LLH, although further research may 

show that this pattern is possible. If such nouns do appear, the Leftward 

Spreading rule could still be maintained by assuming that in such nouns each 

syllable has an underlying tone, so that there are no toneless syllables for 

the final H tone to associate with. 

Interestingly, there are a number of nouns with H tones on all syllables, 

including on the final syllable, which might be derived by applying Leftward 

Spreading to an underlying HLH pattern. 

(57 ) nthGmbli 'monkey' 

nkhambakG 'bull' 

nkhengewa 'pigeon' 

nkhGngGni 'bedbug' 

If nkhGngGni has the underlying form nkhunguni , Leftward Spreading would 
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apply to give this noun the same pattern as that found in the nominalisation 

mikaangie , which derives from underlying mikaangie. It will clearly be 

impossible to account for the final H tone in the nouns in (57) by applying 

the (Rightward) Spreading rule to an underlying form such as nkhunguni , since 

the final vowel could not take a H tone by Spreading. The only alternative to 

that outlined above is to represent these nouns as having a H tone lexically 

associated with all of the stem vowels; such representations as those in (58) 

are not otherwise needed in the lexicon. 

H 

~. nkhungunl 

One interesting problem with the imposed H tone pattern in H toned stems 

is the fact that, although the tone of the stem is apparently composed of two 

separate H tone autosegments (the root H tone and the imposed H tone), no down

step occurs where the two H tones meet. So, we would expect the mapping and 

Leftward Spreading rules to yield a structure like that in (59), to which 

downstepping should apply. 

(59) L H H 

I I /1 
ni-kom-iye 

One explanation for the failure of a downstep to appear here is that the Tone 

Absorption rule (37) applies to convert (59) into (60). 

(60) 

!kA nl- om-lye 

As discussed in the fifth section, Tone Absorption applies between the H 

tone of the object prefix and the H tone of the root. One might object to the 

position that this same rule can in fact apply within a root, since the rule 

was stated to apply to the tone of an object prefix. This then requires us to 

reevaluate the reasons for this specific restriction. Tone Absorption must 

be restricted so that the H tone of the subject prefix a- or the tense

aspect prefix -te- is not absorbed by the H tone of the root; instead, a 

downstep appears, as 
I 

(61) a-'kom-a nyoka , 
a-te-'kom-a 

predicted. 

'he's killing a snake (nf)' 

'he killed (vf)' 
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However, it is common in many Bantu languages for the object prefix and 

the root to form a tighter phonological and morphological unit than, say, the 

subject prefix and the stem, For example, in the mora-counting verbal tone 

assignment rules in Kimatuumbi [Odden 1982b l, the obj ect prefix must be treated 

as part of the stem. So, if the object prefix in Sharrillaa is treated as part of 

the stem, the Tone Absorption rule can apply to both the object prefix and to 

the imposed H tone, since both are in the stem, whereas the subject prefix 

and the tense-aspect prefix are not in the stem, However, it is still neces

sary to differentiate between application of Tone Absorption to the imposed H 

tone and to the object prefix; the [-stress] condition is required for the , , 
application of the rule to the object prefix <ni-te-'chf-'ja 'I ate it (vf)'), 

but not when the imposed H and the root H are combined in the imperative k6m-a 
'kill! ' 

(62) 

obj, pref.' "'-stem J 
stress ~ 

As I shall argue immediately below, there is also evidence that the root and 

imposed H tones fuse into a single tone; when one is lost, so is the other, 

9. Lowering 

Shambaa has one rule that lowers tones. That rule only applies in the 

subjunctive, 8I!d apart from the phonological specification which identifies 

the last H tone in the stem, the rule has no phonological conditions. In the 

subjunctive, I shall show, the last H tone of the stem is lowered (and that H 

tone may, of course, be associated with a number of vowels). The motivation 

for this rule is, for the most part, that such a rule helps to explain appa

rent restrictions on Spreading and Tone Copy. 

The tone pattern found in L toned veros in the subjunctive is, at least 

for the data below, exactly what w·e would predict on the basis of the rule 

already r.loti vated; the H tone of the subject prefix spreads throughout the 

stem to all of the vowels except the last one. 
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(63) ni-dlk-e 'I should cook' 

ni-gh6sh6-e 'I should do' 

ne ni-zuw-e 'I will skin (soon) , , , 
se 'ni-gh6sho-e 'I won't do (soon) , 

Unexpectedly, the Tone Copy rule fails to apply in (C)VC-V H toned verbs 

in the subjunctive, 

(64) n i -kom-e 'I should kill' 

ni-on-e 'I should see' 

ne ni-it-e 'I will go (soon) , , 
se 'n i -It-e 'I won't go (soon) 1 

neze nf-k6m-e 'I will kill (later) , 

There are two ways that one could explain the fact that the root H tone 

has not spread to the final vowel by Tone Copy, One could either stipulate 

that the rule is blocked in the subjunctive, or else one could assume that the 

H tone of the stem -k6m- is lowered in the forms in (64) and that the root

internal H tone there derives by application of Spreading (conditioned by the 

H toned subject prefix), I shall refer to the former hypothesis as the Re

striction hypothesis and the latter as the Lowering hypothesis. Under the 

Lowering hypothesis, a derivation such as (65) is assumed, 

(65) H H L 
I I I 

ni-kom-e underlying 

H L L 
I I I 

ni-kom-e Lowering 

H L 

1\ I 
ni-kom-e Spreading 

The Lowering hypothesis also explains another anomaly of the forms in 

(64), namely that no downstep appears between the subject prefix and the root, , 
so that u-k6m-e 'you should kill' contrasts in this respect with a-'kom-a 

nyoka 'he's killing a snake (nf)'. If the root-initial H tone in u-k6m-e 

results from spreading the prefixal H tone to the root, no downstep would be 

expected. The Restriction hypothesis requires, on the other hand, the stipu

lation that downstepping fails to apply in the subjunctive, and in fact this 
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restric-cion cannot be maintained so generally, as we shall see 1Jelow, with 

therefore propose the f·)llowi ng Lowering rule to account 1'or lowering 

of the stem H tone in the subjunctive. 

(66) H ->- L/ __ # su!:lJ uncti ve 
[+rootJ 

When a sub,junctive verl, has an ob.je',~t prefix, a different tone pattern is 

found. As seen oe 1 0",- wLth L toned verbs, the initial stern vowel has a H tone 

(derived from a L tone by spreading the H tone of the object prefix, which may 

itself derive from spreading of the H of the S ubj ect prefix). However, all of 

the stern-medial vowels h''ive L tones. 

(67) n~ze nl-k6-16i-e 

n~ze nf-k6-gh6sho-e-e 

ni-k6-dik-iy-e 
f 

ne ni-'wa-dlk-iy-e 
! , 

s~ 'nf-'wa-gh6sho-e-e 

'I will do i'or you' 

'I should c; ook for you' 

'I will cooi, for them (soon)' 

'I will not do fo;" them (soon)' 

Since Spreading apIlUes to both the L toned object prefix -ku- and the 

initial stem syllable, it would be impollsible to maintain that Spreading does 

not apply in the subj llncti.ve when an 60ject prefix is present. Rather, the 

restriction on Spreading must be limited (directly or derivatively) so that 

only stem-internal application of Spreading is blocked. The rule might be 

directly restri cted by reformulating Spreading so that it does not apply to a 

non-initial stern yowe1 in tbe subjunctive if an objec-c prefix is present. 

But such a restriction woul.d be quite cuc.ibersome to actually state in the 

Spreading rule, an'i as we shall see, there is reason to believe that another 

explanation i3 available :Cor this apparel;, restriction on Spreading. 

We may ll;,rpothcsj:;;o that when the sU:Jj uncti ve has an obj ect prefix, the 

imposed H tone is cicided tel the stem, so that the form n f -ku-ghosho-e-e has 

the fo11owing underlying form 

(68) H 1J L H 

i I I /1\ 
ni-ku-ghosho-e-e 

One way to prevent the H tone C1' the sulJj eot preI'ix from spreading throughout 

the stem is to asswne that 3preadillg applies to the above structure, and 

http:cLnderl,',-3.ng
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yields (69). 

(69) H II 

~A 
ni-ku-ghosho-e-e 

After the Spreading rule applies, some rule will lower the final H tone 

which is associated with all of the non-initial stem vowels, giving the correct 

phonetic form nf-ku-ghosho-e-e 'I should do for you'. But we already have a 

rule which lowers a stem H tone in the subjunctive, Lowering (66). With the 

assumption that the imposed H tone is added to a subjunctive stem with an ob

ject prefix, there is an explanation for the apparent failure of Spreading to 

apply inside of these L toned verb stems. 

In addition to explaining the blockage of Spreading inside of the stem, 

we can also see more directly that the Lowering rule does in fact totally eli

minate the H tone of H toned verb roots. As seen below, when the H toned root 

is preceded by an object prefix, the entire root is L toned, and Spreading 

stops at the initial vowel of the verb. 

(70) ni-ku-kaang-iy-e 

n f -ku-kom-e 

ne ni-ku-fumbati5h-e , 
5e 'nf-ku-kom-e 

seze ni-ku-kaang-iy-e 

How are we to explain the loss 

'I should fry for you' 

'I should kill for you' 

'I will tie you securely (soon) , 

'I will not kill you (soon) , 

'I won't fry for you' 

of the root H tone in (70) , as well as the 

failure of Spreading to apply into the verb stem? Assuming as I have that the 

imposed H tone is added to the stem, the Tone Absorption rule should combine 

the root H tone and the imposed H tone into 8, single H. The Spreading rule 

will spread the H of the subject prefix to the object prefix, but no further. 

Then the Lowering rule applies to the stem H, giving the phonetic form, as 

shown in the derivation below. 
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(71) H L H H 
I I ~ I I 

ni-ku-kaang-iy-e underlying 

H L H H 

I I t1 '" ni-ku-kaang-iy-e Leftward Spread 

H L H 

II~ 
ni-ku-kaang-iy-e Absorption 

H H 

ni~-kAe Spreading 

H L 

'~k~ nl- u- aang-Iy-e Lowering 

Thus, the hypothesis that the subjunctive with object prefix has an imposed H 

tone explains the loss of the lexical H tone as well as the failure of Spread

ing to apply to any of the vowels of the verb root. 

In the above examples, a L toned object prefix has been used. When the 

object prefix is H toned, we would expect that its tone would be absorbed into 

the root H tone (which also incorporates the root H tone and the imposed H 

tone). And, true to prediction, when an object prefix is H toned underlyingly, 

it undergoes Lowering along with the root and imposed H tones. 

(72) ne ni-wa-kaang-iy-e 'I will fry for them (soon)' , 
se 'ni-chi-teiy-e 'I won't know it (soon)' 

seze ni-wa-kaang-iy-e 'I won't fry for them' 

ni-wa-kom-e 'I should kill them' 

We thus have the paradoxical situation that, when the underlying form has 

more H tones, there are fewer H tones on the surface. 

Given the Tone Absorption rule as previously postulated, the fact that 

the H tone of the object prefix is lowered when the root H tone is lowered 

is automatically predicted, because the present analysis claims that the two 

H tones are the same H tone. In turn, these data give support to the claim 

that the Tone Absorption rule does combine the root H tone and the object 

prefix H tone; not only does downstepping fail to apply between the object 

prefix and the H toned verb root, but just in case the root H tone is lowered 
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(in the subjunctive), the H tone of the object prefix is also lowered. 

Moreover, as predicted, when an object prefix is stressed in the sub

junctive, it cannot undergo Tone Absorption, and therefore should not (and 

does not) undergo Lowering when the H tone of the verb root does. , 
( 73) n i -' ch i - je 'I should eat it (Cl. 7J' , 

ni-'chi-nywe 'I should drink it (Cl.i) • , 
The derivation of the form ni-'chi-je is given below. 

( i4) H H H 

I I I 
ni-chi-je underlying 

NA Absorption 

H H L 

I I I 
ni-chi-je Lowering , 
n i -' ch r -je downdrifting 
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There is in fact more direct evidence that the imposed H tone is added in 

the subjunctive when an object prefix is present. The Lowering rule generally 

wipes out the imposed H tone, but, in the far-future positive form of the sub

junctive in a H toned root, the Lowering rule exceptionally fails to apply. 

Note, in contrast, that Lowering applies to all L toned verbs, to all far

future negative verbs, and to all near-future positive verbs. In (i5) we see 

that the final and medial vowels of the stem are H toned, just as typically 

happens with the imposed pattern , 
(75) neze ni-ku-'kaang-iy-e , 

neze ni-ku-'kom-e 
! 

neze ni-'wa-kaang-iy-e , 
neze ni-'wa-kom-e 

in other tenses where Lowering does not apply. 

'I will fry for you' 

'I will kill for you' 

'I will fry for them' 

'I will kill them' 

So, just in case Lowering fails to apply, the entire stem is H toned, inclu

ding the final vowel. 

There is one remaining problem which requires discussion before leaving 

the tone of the subjunctive. I have Just argued that the imposed H tone is 

added to stems with an object prefix, that Absorption applies before Lowering, 

and that Spreading applies before Lowering in order to explain the fact that 

none of the stem-medial vowels in ni-ku-kaang-iy-e 'I should fry for you' 
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have H tone. On the other hand, to explain the fact that Spreading does apply 

to the stern-medial vowels in nl-kaang-Iy-e or ni-kom-e , we have to assume 

that Spreading applies before Lowering. An ordering paradox appears to be at 

hand; when the imposed H tone is added to the stern, Spreading must precede 

Lowering, and when the imposed H tone is not added, Lowering precedes Spread

ing. 

There is, fortunately, another explanation for why the stem-internal L 

tones in the form ni-kG-kaang-iy-e do not undergo Spreading. We may first 

assume that Spreading applies after Lowering (as it must for ni-kom-e 'I 

should kill') and that the Spreading rule is restricted so that it only applies 

to a L tone associated with a single vowel; with this restriction, Spreading 

could not apply to nf-wa-kaang-iy-e , since the L tone is associated with 

multiple vowels, as shown in (7(,). 

(76) H L 

!~k . nl-wa- aang-Iy-e 

The only source for a L tone associated with multiple vowels is in fact from 

application of Lowering to the imposed H tone, and it is precisely in the 

case where imposed H tone is lowered that Spreading is violated on the surface. 

Thus, Spreading must be reformulated as in (77). 
H L 
, [' , '-.... ~ 

V ' 
The apparent ordering paradox between Lowering and Spreading can therefore be 

resolved by ordering Lowering before Spreading, but also restricting Spreading 

so that it only applies to a L tone associated with a single vowel. 

10. Conclusions 

I have surveyed a number of different tonal alternations in Sharnbaa, some 

of which cut across all categories, and some of which apply only in certain 

verb tenses. The discussions have been carried out within an autosegmental 

framework, and indeed, it is hc'-rd to see how some of these problems could be 

resolved in a segmental theory of tone--in particular, a segmental approach 

to tone could not provide any expl,wation of the lirni tation on Spreading 

seen above and could not handle downdrifting at all easily. 
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Beyond providing an example of how the autosegmental model can provide 

an enlightening account for Shambaa tone, this study also brings out facts 

of Shambaa which are of some comparative and historical interest. For ex

ample, I have argued here that Tone Copy and Tone Spreading must be ac

counted for by spreading the association of a H tone, since on general 

grounds, we would expect separate H tone autosegments to be separated on 

the surface by a downstep. So, Shambaa may furnish important evidence 

bearing on the original form of Spreading in other Bantu languages, where 

there may be no evidence to argue for a feature-changing versus association

spreading approach to Spreading. 

The analysis given here for the imposed H tone in the subjunctive has 

comparative value as well. Meeussen (1976) reconstructs for Proto-Bantu a 

tone pattern for the subjunctive with object prefix where the final and 

medial vowels of the root have a H tone. No such surface pattern is seen 

in Shambaa nr-wa-kaang-iy-e 'I should fry for them', but as I have argued 

here, the underlying form nf-wa-kaang-ry-e is precisely what Meeussen re

constructs for Proto-Bantu. 

Finally, this study gives us information about Shambaa which may be 

valuable in understanding the subgroupings within Bantu. In particular, 

the Tone Absorption rule is not limited to Shambaa, but also apparently is 

found in the neighboring language KiPare. However, in the southern dia-

lect of KiPare, the surface evidence for Absorption is of a different char

acter than in Shambaa; in KiPare, the Absorption rule is necessary to pre

vent the object prefix from lowering the H tone of the verb root (where, 

otherwise, a H tone immediately after a H tone is always lowered). Based 

only on surface data, one would not suspect that the two languages share 

the same rule. 
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